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⼩兔⼀点⼉也不怕
(Fearless Little Rabbit)

Age group:0-3 YEAR OLDS

The courageous little rabbit is written and illustrated by two award-
winning artists, Wang Zumin and Wang Ying. They used traditional
Chinese watercolor techniques to create stunning illustrations that will
capture the imagination of both children and adults.

The story is about a little rabbit who was given the task of going to the
market alone. Even though he was scared to leave his mother for the first
time, he decided to be brave and face his fears. Along the way, he met
some new friends who encouraged him to be courageous. With their
help, he completed his task and even went beyond it by using his
newfound courage to help some little ducklings cross a bridge.

For children who are a bit older, you can talk to them about the themes
of courage and kindness that are explored in this book. Courage is about
being brave in the face of fear, and it is something that everyone can
learn to do. It's normal to feel scared sometimes, but we can feel less
afraid when we know that we have friends who support us. The animals
in the story showed kindness to the little rabbit, and this is something
that we can all do too. Small acts of kindness, like helping others, sharing,
listening, or teaching, can make a big difference to someone's day.
Kindness also helps us to build stronger relationships with others, and it
makes people want to be around us.

Where was the little rabbit going? 
 (A: Little rabbit was going to the market)

Name three animals that helped the little rabbit. 
(A: The turtle, leopard, elephant, giraffe, squirrel, and dog helped
the little rabbit.  Any three.)

What did the little rabbit do when he saw the pig cutting in line in
front of the little ducks?
(A: The little rabbit bravely stood up and told the little pig that the
little ducks should go first as they came first.)

Follow-up
questions

胆(dǎn)⼩(xiǎo)的(de): timid

怕(pà)：afraid

独(dú)⾃(zì): alone

迷(mí)路(lù)：lost

⼀(yī)座(zuò)桥(qiáo)：a bridge

⼀(yī)架(jià)梯(tī)⼦(zi)：a ladder

⼿(shǒu)电(diàn)筒(tǒng)：flashlight
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*All answers provided are suggestions.


